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ABSTRACT
Frustrated S p m -1/2 Two-Leg and Three-Leg
A ntiferrom agnetic H eisenberg Ladders
by
Ningsheng Zhu
Dr. Changfeng Chen, Examination Committee Chair
Professor of Physics
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
The goal of this project is to study the ground-state properties of frustrated
spin-1/2 two- and thre-leg Heisenberg ladders, and to investigate possible effects
of diagonal couplings on spin gaps. The ground-state and the first-excited-state
energies of these two systems are calculated systematically by using the density
matrix renormalization group method. The ground state phase diagrams for these
two systems are obtained. For the frustrated two-leg ladder, we found that the
spin gap is insensitive to the change of the FM diagonal coupling constant. This
is in agreement with experimental suggestions. For the frustrated three-leg ladder,
we conclusively proved that introducing AF diagonal couplings can not change the
gapless property of the ground state.

m
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The study of ladder systems started in late 80's and early 90’s. It has nowdeveloped into a well-established area of research within the context of stronglycorrelated electrons and condensed m atter physics (Dagotto and Rice 1996, Rice
1997, Dagotto 1999). An n-leg ladder is defined as n parallel chains of ions, with
bonds among them such that the interchain couplings are comparable in strength to
the intrachain couplings. The particular case of n=2 and the interchain couplings
are only through nrungs^ motivates the use of the name “ladder’ for this geometry.
A vast literature on this area has already accumulated and the investigations

34eg ladder
(b)

Fig. I Schematic representation of the two-leg ladder compound SrCugO^ and the
three-leg ladder compound Sr^CuaCg. The black dots are Cu atoms, and the inter
sections of the solid lines are O locations.
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continue at a rapid pace.
The main reason for this sudden interest in ladder systems is that ladders provide
a •playground" for studies of high critical-temperature (Tc) cuprate superconduc
tors (Bednorz and Müller 1986), which contain Cu"'*’ spin-1/2 antiferromagnetic
square lattice layers. Early theoretical studies of ladder models (Dagotto, Riera.
and Scalapino 1992; Sigrist, Rice, and Zhang 1994) predicted that (i) in the absence
of hole carriers even-leg ladders have a spin gap in their spin excitation spectrum,
namely it costs a finite amount of energy to create spin excitations above the ground
state; (ii) upon doping of holes the ground state of the even-leg ladders, in which
two holes sharing a common rung forms a hole pair, becomes dominated by su
perconducting correlations, and this superconductivity for ladders should be in the
d-wave cha n n el, which is currently most accepted channel for superconductivity in
the high-Tc cuprates. This spin-gap property resembles the pseudogap" feature
that has been observed in the high-Tc cuprates. particularly in the underdoped
regime of low hole-density, while the d-wave channel superconductivity adds further
evidence for strong similarities between doped-ladders and doped-plan. Besides, lad
der systems are considerablely easier to study theoretically than two-dimensional
models because they are basically quasi-one-dimentional. A plethora of powerfiil
many-body techniques, notabley those involving computational methods, work well
in one-dimension but loose their accuracy in two-dimensions (Dagotto 1994). By
studying how physical properties of ladder systems evolve with increasing number
of legs and/or couplings, we can obtain insights on the high-Tc cuprate supercon
ductors.
Another reason for this sudden interest in ladder systems is related with the
explicit syntheses of ladder compounds. After an enormous experimental effort,
several ladder materials have become available, such as the Cu-oxide ladder com
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pound SrCugO] (Azuma et al. 1994), the matallic ladder compound Lai-fSr^CuOos
(Hiroi and Takano 1995), the superconducting ladder compound Sr^-rCarCug^O^i
(Uehara et ai

1996), the strong-coupling ladder compound Cu2 (C5 Hi2 N2 )2 CLt

(Chaboussant et ai

1997a, 1997b), vanadium-based ladder compound CaVNOs

(Iwase et ai 1996), and the ladder compound KCuCIa (Tanaka et a i 1996). A
variety of exciting experiments have already been carried out on these materials
(Dagotto 1999) and clear evidence has already accumulated that real ladder mate
rials with an even(odd) number of legs, two (three) in particular, have a finite (have
no) spin gap in their spectrum of spin excitations, in agreement with early theo
retical predictions. In addition, superconductivity in one of the ladder compounds
has been detected upon the introduction of hole carriers and using high pressure
(Uehara et ai 1996). Furthermore, several recent experiments (Nagata et ai 1998)
have shown that there are regions of parameter space where the resistivity of ladders
is linear with temperature, a hallmark of the exotic normal state found in the twodimentional cuprates, revealing additional close analogies between superconducting
ladder compounds and high-Tc superconductors.
The study of ladder systems is also interesting in its own right. Odd-leg ladders
with AF couplings along legs (J) and rungs (J') were predicted to have no spin
gap; whereas, surpringly, even-leg ladders were predicted to have a spin gap for any
finite AF rung coupling J ' (Dagotto, Riera and Scalapino 1992, White, Noack and
Scalapino 1994). A close relationship of these generic spin gap behaviors of spin1/2 even- and odd-leg AF Heisenberg ladders was established with AF integer- and
half-integer-spin Heisenberg chains, which are gapfirl and gapless, repectively (Sierra
1996). For even-leg ladders in which J*fJ < 1, the spin gap decreases exponentially
with increasing number of legs (Poüblanc, Tsunetsugu and Rice 1994). A spin gap
also occurs for AF leg coupling if

is any finite ferromagnetic (FM) value, although
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the dependence of the gap on the magnitude of J ' is different from the dependence
of when J' is AF: a second-order transition between the two spin-gapped ground
state occurs when the spin gap is zero as the rung coupling passes from AF values
through zero to FM values (Wang 1999).

Table I Behaviour of spin S chains
•IS
even
odd

Spectrum
gapped
gapless

Correlations
exponential decay
algebraic decay

Table 2 Behaviour of spin-1/2 n-Ieg ladders
n
even
odd

Spectrum
gapped
gapless

Correlations
exponential decay
algebraic decay

It is now believed that the physics of isolated (i.e. without interladder coupling)
regular (i.e. without intraladder frustrations) ladders are under reasonable theoret
ical control, and there is little controversy on their main properties: but it is also
fair to say that the effects of interladder couiplings and intraladder frustrations are
still not very clear. To provide a basis for further understanding of the properties
of ladder systems, it is important to study the effects of these intraladder and/or
interladder interactions. The investigations of interladder couplings in two partic
ular systems, the trellis layer compounds SrCu^Os and CaVoOs, was reported by
Normand, Penc, Albrecht and Mila (1997) and by Jofmston’s group (2000). There
were also some calculations including intraladder frustrations coursed by diagonal
couplings, such as Xian’s composite operator method (1995); Zheng, Kotov, and
Oitmma’ series expansions (1997); and Wang’s DMRG calculation (1998). All these
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works concentrate on two-leg ladders and assume a antiferromagnetic diagonal cou
pling. The purpose of this research is to study the effects of intraladder frustrations
on spin-1/2 two-leg ladders with ferromagnetic diagonal couplings and three-leg
ladders with antiferromagnetic diagonal couplings.
Since there is no general analytical method to solve the many-body problem of a
strongly interacting lattice system, we have to resort to numerical methods. Three
best known numerical methods for studying quantum lattice models are the exact
diagonalization method (Dagotto 1994). the quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) method
(von der Linden 1992), and the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG)
method (White 1992 & 1993). I will use the DMRG method in this research bacause
the exact diagolization method can treat only very short ladders while the QMC
method suffers from the sign problem in dealing with frustration couplings.
The organization of the dissertation is as follows. In chapter 2 the model Hamil
tonians, the physical picture, and some related terminologies of spin-1/2 frustrated
two- and three-leg Heisenberg ladders are introduced. Chapter 3 gives a detail de
scription of the DMRG method. In chapter 4 the effect of the ferromagnetic diagonal
coupling on the spin gap of a two-leg spin ladder is discussed based on extensive
DMRG calculations. In chapter 5 the ground state phase diagram of a spin-1/2 frus
trated three-leg Heisenberg ladder is provided. Chapter 6 contains a brief summary
of the conclusions. The appendix A collects the numerical solution of the ground
state energy (per rung) for the frustrated three-leg spin ladder.
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CHAPTER 2
HEISENBERG LADDERS

The study of low-dimensional quantum magnetism has experiened a resurgence
in the last decade with the synthesis of whole new families of organic and inorganic
compounds containing spin-1/2 and spin-1 degrees of fredom, especially oxide com
pounds having spins arranged in two-dimentional planes, one-dimentional chains,
quasi-one-dimentional ladders with both even and odd numbers of legs, and even
two-dimentional arrays of intersecting one-dimentional chains. These new systems
have fascinating properties and provide an excellent testing ground for theories of
strongly correlated electronic systems. In this project, we will study two examples
of these systems, i.e. frustrated spin-1/2 two- and three-leg Heisenberg ladders, and
will concentrate on one interesting aspect of the problem - the effects of frustration
on the low energy properties of these two systems.
In Section 2.1 we introduce the Heisenberg model and discusses the physical
picture of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic coupings. In Section 2.2 we collect
major results known for the “Tegular Heisenberg ladders. In section 2.3, we write
down our model Hamiltonians and give a brief summary of literatures on “‘frus
trated” Heisenberg ladders.

2.1 The Heisenberg Hamiltonian
The Heisenberg Hamiltonian is a fundamental model for quantum magnetism,
as well as other phenomena that can be effectively described by quantum spin op
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erators (Auerbach 1994). The Hamiltonian which describes the nearest-neighbor
interactions of localized quantum spins is given by
H = J g S i-S j,
(Ü)

(1)

where Sj is the spin operator at lattice site i. (ij) denotes the nearest-neighbor
sites, and J is the exchange coupling constant that provides the energy scale in the
problem. This scale is material dependent and ranges from a few millielectron volts
to about 0.1 eV.
Generally speaking, if the valence electrons occupy nondegenerate s-orbitals. the
ground state and the elementary excited states of the system are well described by
an effective "Heisenberg Hamiltonian” which couples nearest-neighbor spins antiferromagnetically and neglects all the electronic degrees of fredom. If, on the other
hand, two or more valence states are accessible to the conduction electrons on each
atom, we might expect that an effective "Heisenberg Hamiltonian” with ferromag
netic coupling among nearest-neighbor spins will satisfactorily describe the magnetic
degrees of freedom for the system, although not the electronic one of course.
Paradoxically, magnetism arises from electrostatic not magnetic forces. Mag
netic dipolar interaction between the electron moments (which is of order 10“^ eV)
is far too weak to explain the observed magnetic transition temperatures (which are
of order 10^ —10* °K in transition metal and rare earth compounds). It was there
fore realized in the early days of quantum mechanics that the coupling mechanism
that gives rise to magnetism derives from the following fundamental properties of
electrons:
• The electron’s spin.
• The electron’s kinetic (delocalization) energy.
• Pauli exclusion principle (Fermi statistics).
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• Coulomb interactions between electrons and between electron and ionic core.
Imagine that the electrons being reasonably localized to their corresponding
atoms, with these atoms carrying a net magnetic moment due to its having a net
electronic spin. The electron in each atom which carries the net spin interacts with
its counterparts on neighbouring atoms, resulting in an effective spin-spin interaction
between these atoms. This spin-spin interaction can come about due to the exchange
part of the Coulomb interaction, which arises due to the antisymetrization of the
wave function which is required because of the Fermi statistics of the electrons. The
overall antisymmetry of the wave function for a pair of electrons requires that the
spatial wave function be symmetric for spin singlet and antisymmetric for the spin
triplet. If the spatial wave function is antisymmetric, it vanishes when two electrons
are at the same location: thus the probability of close approach is reduced. This in
turn reduces the mean Coulomb repulsion. However, this reduction in the potential
energy comes at the expense of increased kinetic energy associated with the extra
nodes in the spatial wave function.
Ferromagnetic (FM) {J < 0) coupling arises from the Coulomb repulsion of a
pair of outer shell electrons on neighboring atoms. The electrons stay further apart
in the parallel spin state, due to Fermi statistics. Antiferromagnetic (AF) (./ > 0)
coupling arises from the Coulomb attraction of neighboring electron to each other’s
ionic core. This attraction makes the electrons want to be closer to each other,
which they achieve in the anti-parallel spin state.
If the Sj were classical spins, i.e. fixed length classical vectors, the ground state
of H would be trivially parallel array of vectors for the J < 0 case and antiparallel
array of vectors for the .7 > 0 case as shown in Figure 2. The classical antiferro
magnetic ground state is known as the Neel state. It exists for any bipartite lattice:
i.e. one with, two sub-lattices such that the nearest neighbors of any point in one
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sub-lattice are all in the other.

the classical ferromagnetic ground state

$ $ $ $
$ $ $ $
$ $ $ $
the classical antiferromagnetic ground state
(the Neel state)

(D t $ i
i

$

$

t

$
$

f

Fig. 2 Classical ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic ground states. The circles
represent atoms and the arrows stand for localized spins. In the Neel state, the
bipartite lattice is shown by circles with two different line styles.

In quantum mechanics S is an operator whose components obey the following
commutation relation
[5“, 5 ‘] = i
where

= s{s + I)

(2)

(a.b.c = x,y,z), is the Levi-Civita tensor; h is chosen to be I, and repeated

indices denote summation. It is easy to see that the ferromagnetic state is indeed
the quantum ground state, but the Neel state is not an eigenstate of the antiferro
magnetic Heisenberg Hamiltonian. In fact, using raising and lowering operators
S^ = S^±iS^,
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(3)

10
we can rewrite the Heisenberg Hamiltonian (1) as follows

H = j'£ ,is is j + l( s r s - + s r s ^ ) \.

(4)

{ij)
Since for the ferromagnetic ground state

s+5-|n---t)=o.
5rs;in---t)=o.
we have

HIÎT" -T) = Ns-| rr •" t>
where N is the number of nearest-neighbor pairs in the system. This means that it
is the ground state of H. For the Neel state, since

STSj It-i "" i " ■t —) ~ IT-l — t ■" i ■■
"^1 Ti ■' •t " •i ■") ~ IÎ4- •■' i ••' t ■")t
it is not an eigenstate of H.

2.2 Regular Heisenberg Ladders
By Tegular” Heisenberg ladders we mean the coupled Heisenberg spin chains
with interchain couplings only through the rungs. After many years theoretical as
well as experimental investigations, the following consensuses are well established
for the regular Heisenberg ladders: A ladder made from an even number of legs has
- a spin-liquid ground state, i.e. S=0 and no long range spin correlations,
- a finite spin gap in its excitation spectrum,
- an exponential decay of the spin-spin correlation function;
while a ladder made from an odd number of legs has
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11
- a gapless spin excitation spectrum,
- a power-Iaw decay of the spin-spin correlation function.
Two most-cited real-world examples of the 2-leg and the 3-leg regular spin ladders
are SrCugO] and SroCusOg compounds, respectively. They are the first two members
of the familv Sr„_(CunJ.i O^n (n = 3.5.7.9. -

a physical realizations of m-leg spin

ladders with m = (n -F l)/2 .
Since the basic method to synthesize Cu-oxide ladder compounds, for exam
ple the Sr„_[Cu„4.i02n family, is to introduce arrays of parallel line defects into
the Cu0

2

planes of the corresponding cuprate, only when the interladder couplings

across the defects and the distortions produced to the CuO^ squares are negligible
can we have a real regular Heisenberg ladder.

2.3 Frustrated Heisenberg Ladders
By frustration we mean that there are conflicts among various interaction terms
in the Hamiltonian of a system. Most physical systems in condensed m atter physics
are "ftustrated” in the sense that there usually exists several competing interactions,
each favoring a different type of ordered state. Such competition can often be
revealed by changing a parameter of the system (such as temperature, pressure,
magnetic field, stc.), which serves to enhance the effect of a particular interaction
and drive the system into a different ordered state (Diep 1994). In a frustrated
system, local minimization of the energy is not compatible with the global energy
minimum (or minima). A system is highly frustrated when the conflict interactions
are of similar magnitude, which will result in a larger degeneracy of its ground states.
The triangular lattice with antiferromagnetic nearest-neighbor interactions ap
pears to be the simplest example of lattice-geometry fimstration. It is not possible
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12
for all three spins at the comers of a triangle to satisfy the optimum antiparallel
configuration which would minimize the energy of individual pair interactions.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 Geometry fimstration in a triangular lattice (a) and the resulting 120° spin
structure (b).

The principal effect of this frustration is that it gives rise to a noncoUnear magnetic
order, i.e. the 120° spin structure.
For low-dimensional quantum magnetism, the simplest example of frustration is
the so-called Ji — A model given by the following Hamiltonian which describes the
competition of nearest-neighbor (nn) and next-nearest-neighbor (nnn) interactions
of localized spins.

H = JiY,Si^Sj+J2Y,Si-Sy
(5)
{ii)
{if)
Here (ij) and {if) represents summation over nn and nnn pairs on a one- or twodimensional lattice. It is easy to see, as shown in Figure 4, that Ji and Jo cannot
be both antiferromagnetic, so the spins are fimstrated.

Since the properties of regular Heisenberg ladders are relatively clear, we will
concentrate on frustrated Heisenberg ladders in this project. By frustrated Heisen
berg ladders we mean those Heisenberg ladders which include diagonal couplings.
We will concentrate on the following two systems, i.e. frustrated spin-1/2 two- and
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 Frustrations coursed by the competition of nn coupling (J%) and nnn coupling
(Jo) interactions in one-dimensional (a) and two-dimensional (b) Ji —.A models.

three-leg AF Heisenberg ladders, respectively. They are the simplest but most im
portant systems of frustrated Heisenberg ladders. Their Hamiltonians are as follows.
S

—

-f
• 8 2 .1+ 1 ) +
i
-F'fx(8t.i - 8 2 ,1 + 1 + 8 x.t+i - 8 2 ,1 )],

- 8 2 .1
( 6)

Fig. 5 Schematic structure of a frustrated two-leg ladder.

^

^

{«^1 ( S o ,* - S o , i + L - b 8 t . , - 8 i , i + i - b S 2 4 - - 8 2 , 1 + 1 ) - b / x S o , t - ( 8 i , i - b S 2 4 )

i
- b J x [ ( 8 t , i - b 8 2 ,* ) - 8 o , i + i - b 8 o ,t -

( 8 i , i + i - b 8 2 ,1 + 1 ) 1 } ,
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■— 4k-------------#------------ r -----------7 1--------•

'i1

■

r

1

1-------------*.------------Hh-------------11---------

t-f-1
Fig. 6 Schematic structure of a frustrated three-leg ladder.

where S„., denotes a spin-1/2 operator at site i of the nth chain. J\\ is an intrachain
coupling between two neighboring spins in each chain, /j. an interchain coupling
between two spins ou each rung and

an interchain coupling between two spins of

neighboring rungs.
The diagonal coupling./% in the above Hamiltonians may introduce frustrations
to the systems. Taking the two-leg ladder as an exampl. we have four possibilities
(J|l = 1) as shown in Figure 7.
The purpose of this project is to investigate the effect of frustrations caused by
the diagonal coupling Jx There are several published papers dealing with frustrated spin ladders. Xian
(1995) found some rigorous expressions and a partial phase diagram for Hamiltonian
(7) using the so-called composite operators. Zheng, Kotov, and Oitmaa (1998) stud
ied Hamiltonian (7) by using series expansions about two particular limit cases, the
Ising and dimer limits. Lin and Shen (1998) found two exact solutions of Hamilto
nian (7) in some particuler parameter regions. Azaria, Lecheminant, and Xersestan
(1998) discussed the chiral universality class in a frustrated three-leg spin ladder
described by Hamiltonian (8). Using the DMRG method, Wang (1998) obtained an
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Jii
XT
Jx
/ ------------- 7
Jx > 0
Jx > 0
frustrated

Jx < 0
Jx > 0
unfrustrated

Jx >0
Jx <0
unfrustrated

Jx < 0
frustrated

Fig. 7 Various frustrated and unfrustrated competitions caused by diagonal cou
plings.

unbiased numerical solution for Hamiltonian (7) with Jx > 0.
In this project, we will study the ground state properties for both Hamiltonian
(7) and (8) with Jx < 0 for the former and Jx > 0 for the later. We make
no simplification assumptions to our solutions. Our focus will be on the effect
of frustration to the ground state properties of these systems.
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CHAPTER 3
DENSITA' MATRIX RENORALAUZATION' GROUP

The Density Matrix Renormalization Group (DMRG) method (White 1992 k
1993) is a numerical technique for finding accurate approximations to the ground
state and the low-lying excited states of strongly interacting quantum lattice systems
such as the Heisenberg, t —J . and Hubbard models. DMRG traces its roots to Wil
son's renormalization group (RG) treatment of Kondo problem (Wilson 1975) and
is related to the block approach of real space renormalization group (Burkhardt and
van Leeuwen 1982). It applies to almost any one-dimensional (ID) quantum lattice
systems with local interactions and can provide a wide variety of static properties.
(Peschel, Wang, Kaulke, and Hallberg 1999)
The reason for choosing the DMRG method is two fold. First, the other two
best known numerical methods for strongly interacting systems are not suitable for
studying frustrated ladder systemn. The exact diagonalization method can handal
only very short ladder length, while the QMC method suffers from the sign problem
when dealing with frustrated system. Second, the DMRG method is the state-ofthe-art numerical method to solve any ID or quasi-HD strongly interacting lattice
problems. It is remarkable in the accuracy that can be achieved for ID systems.
In Section 3.1 we briefly describe the standard numerical RG procedure for ID
lattice systems. In Section 3.2 we introduce the superblock scheme and the density
matrix projection approach. Then, in Section 3.3, we discuss DMRG algorithms for
infinite system and finite system, respectively.

16
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3.1 Standard Real-Space RG Procedure
In this section, we describe the standard numerical RG procedure in the simplest
possible context, a real-space blocking approach for ID lattice system. The aim of
this section is to introduce some concepts as well as some notations which will be
usehd latter for our discussions of the DMRG.
The basic idea of any numerical RG procedure is to truncate away unimportant
degrees of freedom iteratively using a succession of RG transformations. A typical
iteration starts with a numerical representation of the Hamiltonian in a particular
basis, then adds degrees of freedom by increasing the size of the system, and finally
carries out a numerical RG transformation to truncate away unimportant degrees
of freedom, i.e. tranforms the representation of the Hamiltonian to a reduced basis.
In the ID real-space blocking approach, one begins by breaking the ID chain into
finite identical blocks and proceeds by building larger blocks out of the smaller ones
until the whole chain becomes one large block. We label the blocks B and the block
Hamiltonian H b - H b contains all terms of H involving only sites contained in 8 .
In the first iteration, block B should be chosen to be small enough so that H b can
be diagonalized exactly. It is usually convenient to start at the first iteration with
blocks consisting of just one site. A block is described by a list of m many-body
states on the block and by matrix elements between these states. This set of m
states forms the basis of matrix representations. We store the number m and all
quantum numbers used to describe a single many-body state. Under this basis H b
is represented as an m x m matrix. Besides the H b matrix, other matrices which
describe the interactions between two blocks also need to be stored.
Take the spin-1/2 Heisenberg chain as an example. If in the first iteration each
block consists of just one site, then we can choose the two eigenstates of S-, i.e. [ f)
and I T), to describe an initial one-site block. We store m =

2

as the number of basis
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states and use quantum numbers 5 -= l/2 and -1/2 to label these two states. Under
this basis, the block Hamiltonian and the end operators have the following matrix
representaions:

^== ( 0

0

)

-1 )

^*=-^*=(2

Here H b is a zero m atrix because the Heisenberg interaction (with J =

)

0
1

)

Si • S i„ = s f S f ,,+ |( s r s r „ + S -S + ,),

(1)

involves two neighboring sites and our initial block contains only one site. 5 ‘, S f
are S ' matrices at the right end of the left block, and at the left end of the right
block, respectively. (Note, in the one site case, they are the same.) Note also that
we do not store S j and Sp matrices because they can be obtained by taking the
Hermitian conjugate of

and 5/", respectively.

The standard real-space RG procedure is summerized in Table 3. At the begin
ning of an iteration one forms the Hamiltonian matrix H bb lor two blocks joined
Table 3 Standard real-space RG procedure for a ID lattice system

) feolate two blocks B B . and form the Hamiltonian m atrix H bb lor
the joined block using formula (2 ).
2) Diagonalize HBBr obtaining its m lowest eigenvectors u“ , a = 1, -, m.
3) Form matrix representations of end operators for B B from the
corresponding matrices for B , using formulas similar to (6 ) and (7).
4) Chang basis to the {%*}, using formulas (4) and (8 ).
5) Replace B with B^.
6 ) Go to step 1 ).
1

together. The joined block B B has
X

states labeled by two indices, it 1 2 . The

matrix H bb is given by
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For the Heisenberg interaction (I) the above

x

interaction matrix

can

be written as

where r represents the right-most site of the left block, and I the left-most site of
the right block.
In diagonalizing Hgg it is useful to seperate the basis states by quantum num
bers. since H bb is block diagonal. It is very simple to use

in this way. Utilazing

the total spin S is more tedious. The value of S for a state can easily be inferred
by degeneracies for different values of 5;.
The lowest-lying eigenstates
describe B \ B B

,,. 0 ; =

of H bb are the states used to

B '). The new block Hamiltonian matrix H b>isdiagonalunder

this basis. However, inthe more general case wherethe states kept,

the u“. are not

eigenstates of Ffgg, we can write
H b' = OH bb OK

(4)

where the m x n r matrix O. the truncation matrix, is formed from the eigenstates

= «ItÂ'

(Ô)

i.e. the rows of O are the states kept. If O were square, this would be a uni
tary transformation. Since O is not square, the transformation truncates away, or
equivalently integrates out, the high-energy states.
In order to obtain end operators S[.S~. etc. for the new block B'. one must first
construct the operators for the joined block B B , which we denote by S f, S^, etc.
for example
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and then use the truncating m atrix O again.
A = 0.40^.
where .4 stands for 5 f ,5 p or

(8 )

etc.

First Iteration
Break the L-site chain into identical blocks B j and exactly
diagonalize B j .
B

The

Iteration(/> I )
Step 1. Join two identical blocks.
B LA.

B LA.
B’,

Step 2. Diagonalize
eigenvectors

^

^ and use its m lowest

to form the truncation matrix

73

Q
3

o'
0 (a ;

, f, )

o
Step 3. Truncate away unimportant degrees o f freedon^, 3
Bf = 0 B } 0 +
Step 4. Goto Step 1. until L is large enough.

Fig.

8

A pictorial depiction of the standard real-space RG procedure.

After these new operator matrices are formed, we can replace B by

and start

the next iteration. The iteration is continued until the ^rstem is large enough to
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represent the infinite system.

3.2 Superblock Approach and Density Matrix Projection
Although Wilson's momentum-space RG procedure achieved great success, its
counterpart in real-space, the standard real-space RG procedure described above,
turned out to be very unreliable. Except a few cases, it generally performs poorly.
The two reasons for the failure of the standard real-space RG procedure are. as
pointed out by White and N'oack (1992), using isolated blocks B B and choosing the
eigenstates of H bb as the states kept. Since H bb contains no connections to the rest
of the lattice, its eigenstates have inappropriate features at the block ends. Figure 9
illustrates the inconsistency in the groundstate wavefunction of two joined identical
B blocks, i.e.

® '&s, and that of their fusion block B' = B B . i.e. 'Fs'- for the

paticle-in-a-box problem. It can be seen that the groundstates of two identical B
blocks are a bad choice to describe the groundstate of the fusion block B'. since the
latter is maximal at the node of the former.

B

B

B '= BB

Fig. 9 Illustration of the inconsistency in the groundstate wavefunctions of two
isolated B blocks and their fusion block B ' — B B , i.e.

To solve these two problems. White introduced the superblock approach and
density m atrix projection method (White 19926 1993). In the superblock approach.
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one diagonalizes a larger system called the superblock which includes the system
we are interested in. The rest of the superblock is called the environment. The
wavefunctions of the superblock are then projected onto the system block, and
these projected states are the states kept for the system block. For a single-particle
wavefunction, this projection is single-valued and trivial. However, for a manyparticle wavefunction, the "T>tojection" of a wavefunction onto the system block is
many-valued, and in fact, a single many-particle state of the superblock generally
'Ttojects'" onto a complete set of the system block states. However, some of these
states are more important than others in investigating low-energy properties of the
system: the density matrix tells us which states are the most important.
Here is a simple explanation. Let |i) be a complete set of many-body states of
the system block, and |j) be that of the environment block. If lé) is a particular
state of the superblock, probably the ground state, then
1^) =

(9)

«J

The reduced density matrix for the system block is then defined as
Pii?

(10)
j

If an operator .4 acts only on the system block, its expectation value on the state
'^) is given by

1

(-4) = ^ Ura(î/a|A|Va).

(II)

a

where Wa axe the eigenvalues of the reduced density matrix p and \va) are the
corresponding eigenstates. Since Wa > 0 and

= I- the tVa represents the

probabilities of the states |uq) in the state {lù) (Feynman 1972). This relation tells
us that if for a

particular a , ~ 0, we make no error in (A)if wediscard the state

jUtt),for any A; and we make no error in our ability to represent |^ ). Thus, the
density matrix naturally gives a way to throw out states with minimal errors: throw
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out the eigenstates of the density matrix with minimal eigenvalues; or equivalently,
it tells us which states should be chosen as the states kept: choose the most probable
eigenstates of the density matrix as the states kept to describe the system block. A
more rigorous proof can be found in White's paper (1993).

3.3 DMRG Algorithms
In this section, we describe how to combine the superblock approach with the
density matrix projection method in order to define efficient DMRG algorithms.
There are three main ingredients needed to form a DMRG algorithm: first, we have
to decide how to add degrees of freedom to the system, i.e. how to enlarge the ^ stem
block: second, we have to determine the superblock configuration: or equivalently,
we have to specify the form of the environment block: and finally, we must decide
which superblock eigenstate or eigenstates to use to construct the density matrix.
Firgure

1 0

shows the superblock configuation used in DMRG calculations. We

adopt the notation Bt • «B/? for this configuration, where B; represents a block

block I

block 2 block 3

block 4

Bw
system

»

environment

----------------superblock------------------Fig. 1 0 The superblock configuration for the DMRG algorithms. The rectangles
represent blocks containing I and I' sites, respectively: and the solid circles represent
single sites.

composed of I sites, B * is the reflected block of Bi>, i.e. right interchanged with.
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left, a solid circle • represents a single site, and the total length of the superblock
\s L —l + l' + 2.
For interacting systems, it is clear that one wants to add the m inim um number
of degrees of freedom to the system block at each step in order to keep as large a
fraction of the system block states as possible, and to keep the size of the Hilbert
space of the supcrblock as small as possible. Therefore, one usually build up the
system block by adding a single site at a time. i.e. Bj+i = Bj*. instead oï joining two
identical blocks at each step as was used in the standard real-space RG procedure.
The algorithms then fall into two classes, depending on how the environment
block is chosen to form the superblock: the infinite system algorithm where

is

the reflection of Bj, i.e. T = I: and the finite system algorithm where Bj? is the
reflection of some prestored B(, with l-i~l' + 2 = L (a fixed number). We will discuss
these algorithms in detail in the following two subsections.
We will call the superblock state or states, used to form the reduced density
matrix of the system block, the target state(s). If only ground state properties
are desired, it is most accurate to target just the ground state of the superblock.
(The superblock Hamiltonian matrix is usually block diagonal in particular quan
tum numbers, such as S-, the z component of the total spin; by ground state we will
mean ground state for a particular quantum number.) If excited states or matrix
elements between diflerent states are required, more than one target can be used.
However, for fixed number of states kept m , the accuracy with which the properties
of each individual state can be determined goes down as more states are targeted.
For simplicity, we will assume that only the ground state is targeted in the following.
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3.3.1 Infinite System DMRG Algorithm
In the infinite system algorithm, the environment block is formed by reflecting
the system block, i.e. by relabeling the sites in the system block so that they are
reflected onto the right part of the lattice as shown in Figure II.

virtual mirror

B,

Bf
•

I

I

•

1

•

l+ l : t+2
1+3

21 + 2

H 4=H i
q"** _
^[+Z+k ^ M-k

Fig. II The superblock configuration for the infinite system DMRG algorithm in
which block 4 is the mirror reflection of current block I.

In the first iteration of the infinite system DMRG method, we start with a four
site chain and diagonalize the Hamiltonian of the superblock configuration
where Bi and B f both represent a single site. Using the target state calculated with
this configuration, we calculate a density matrix and form an effective Hamiltonian
for Bo = Bt«. In the second iteration we diagonalize B i» » B ^, where we have formed
B^ by reflecting B%. We continue in this manner, diagonalizing the configuration
Bt • •B/*, and setting B(+i = B(#, and using Bj+i and its reflection in the next
iteration. At each, iteration, we add one site to the system block and one site to
the environment block; thus, the total length of the chain increases by two sites at
each iteration. The infinite system DMRG algorithm is summarized in Table 4 and
Figure

1 2

.
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The infînite-system DMRG algorithm is usually used when one is interested in
ground state properties of the infinite chain. It converges in two senses simultane
ously: in the length of Bi going to infinity and in the sense that Bi is adapted to
respond to an infinite chain connected to it on the right.

Table 4 Infinite-svstem DMRG algorithm for a ID lattice svstem

L) Set up matrices representing the block Hamiltonian and end operators for
each of the initial four single-site blocks.
2) Diagonalize the superblock Hamiltonian numerically using the Davidson
or Lanczos method, obtaining only the ground state eigenvalue and
eigenvector
2,^3,2 4 ).
3) Form the reduced density matrix p for the system (block I -F block 2)
using formula ( 1 0 ).
4) Diagonalize p with a dense matrix diagonalization routine to find its m
largest eigenvalues u/q and eigenvectors n“
5) Form matrices representing the block Hamiltonian and end operators for
the system from the block Hamiltonian and end operators of block I and
block 2. using formula (2) and formulas similar to (6 ) and (7).
6 ) Form a new block I by changing basis to the u“ . using (4) and (8 ).
7) Replace old block 4 with the reflection of new block I.
8 ) Go to step 2).
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Initialization
Set up matrix representations for thdnitial four single-site block.

e#

Bi

The

Bt

Iteration

Step I. Diagonalize the superblock Hamiltonian,
B/

• •

~

b7

~

obtaining only the ground state eigenvalue and
eigenvector \|/( i U2,i3,i4).
Step 2. Form the reduced density matrix for the system block.
p (il, 12 ; il', i2’)=Z \|f(i l, 12,13,14)\|/( il', 12', i3 ,14)
13,14
Step 3. Diagonalize p and keep its m largest eigenvalues w “
& associated eigenvectors u “ (il42). Form the truncation CO
CO
matrix
*<
VI
0 ( a ; i U 2 ) = u“ ( 1142).
CO
3
Step 4. Add a single site to block 1.
CO

i

Bf

5
3VI
Step 5. Truncate away unimportant degrees o f freesom.
Bf+i

+

Step 6. Reflect

to form a new block 4.
B f r i ____

:) C)

Step 7.

0 !• #

Goto Step 1. until the size of the system is large enough.-

Fig. 12 The DMRG infinite system interations.
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3.3.2 Finite System DMRG Algorithm
In the finite system algorithm, the environment block is chosen to be the reflec
tion of some prestored block so that the size of the superblock is kept fixed at each
iteration as shown in Figure 13.

virtual, mirror
■a

L-l-2

O
C/3

e

o.

L-l-2

Fig. 13 The superblock configuration for the finite system DMRG algorithm in
which block 4 is the mirror reflection of some prestored block 1.

The finite system DMRG algorithm begins with the use of the infinite system
algorithm for L/2 - 1 steps, so that the final superblock used is of size L. In original
infinite system algorithm, there is no need to store Bi once we have Sr+i; we need to
store only the latest block. In the finite system algorithm,however, we need to store
L-3 blocks, from Bi to B ^-z, and the infinite system method is used to get initial
approximate versions of B i to B l/ 2 ~ After the system B l/ 2 - i •
form B ii 2 r the next step is to use the configuration Bciz • •B ^/ 2 - 2

^ used to
form Bt/o+i.

This configuration, and all the other superblock configuration to follow, contains L
sites. We continue to form the other blocks up to size T-3, using the the superblock
Bi • •B^_i _ 2 to form Bf+i. This sequence of steps is the first iteration of the finite
system algorithm.
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The second and subsequent iterations use the blocks obtained from the previous
iteration as the right-hand reflected in each superblock. The first step starts by
diagonalizing the superblock Bi •

where Bi is a single site and is always

know exactly, and B f_j is obtained form the last step of the previous iteration.
Once a new Bj is formed, it replace the old Bi, so that only one set of blocks
need be stored. Consequently, for the second-half of the iteration, starting uith
the superblock B^jo-i • •Bf^ 2 -i-

use a block formed in the current iteration,

rather than the last iteration, as the right-hand block. On the very last iteration,
we usually stop after the diagonalization of B l/ 2 - i • * B ^ 2 - r aud then use this
wave function of the L-site system to measure various properties, such as the local
magnetization or correlation functions. After a few iterations each B( accurately
represents an i-site block which is the left-hand I sites of an £-site chain.
The finite system DMRG algorithm is summarized in Table 5 and Figure 14. The
superblock contains L sites. The calculation consists of several iterations, indexed
by / . with each iteration consisting of L-3 steps, indexed by L where I is the size of
the first block.
A useful analogy is to think of this procedure as being like running a zipper
repeatedly from left to right and then right to left through a superblock that is
always the same size. Each time the zipper changes direction, a new set of stored
blocks is used as the environment block. In this way, the representations of the stored
blocks are iteratively improved and the zipping can be repeated until convergence
is reached.
For a given system size Z., the finite system algorithm almost always gives sub
stantially more accurate results than the infinite system algorithm, and is therefore
usually preferred unless there is a specific reason to go to the thermodynamic limit.
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Table 5 Finite system DMRG algorithm for a ID lattice system.

1) (First-half of 1=1.) Use the infinite system algorithm for L/2 - 1 steps
to build up the lattice of L sites. At each iteration store the block
Hamiltonian and end operator matrices for block I. Label the blocks
by their size, Bi,L = l,
, L/2
2) (Start of second-half of 1=1) Set I = L/2. Use Bi as block I, and the
reflection of B[,-i-z as block 4.
3) Steps 2)-6) of the infinite system DMRG algorithm.
4) Store the new block I as Bj+i, replacing the old Bj+i.
5) Replace block 4 with the reflection of
obtained from the first
half of this iteration.
6) I f l < L —3. s e t l = l-hL and go to step 3).
7) (Start of iteration / . Z > 2) Make four initial blocks, the first three
consisting of a single site, and the fourth consisting of the reflection
of B l - 3 from the previous iteration. Set 1=1.
8) Steps 2)-6) of the infinite system DMRG algorithm.
9) Store the new block 1 as Bj+i, replacing the old B:+i.
10) Replace block 4 with the reflection of B£_j_2 , obtained from the
previous iteration (if 1 < L /2 —1) or the first half of current iteration
(iff > L / 2 - 1).
11) If f < L —3, set f = f + 1 and go to step 8). If f = L —3, start a new
iteration by going to step 7). (Stop after 2 or 3 iterations)
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sites
in
the superblock
Bt I # # ' BL_'

4

Bo

L

Â 72rL .

L

Bl =3

Bt
B,

. P j _:

# #.

L :

• #1

L :

Bl -3

o
oo
<<
V.
n

5

• *L Bl J

J

l

Fig. 14 The superblock configuration of the DMRG finite system algorithm in which
block 4 is the mirror reflection of some prestored block 1 such that the superblock
has a fixed length L.
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CHAPTER 4
GROUND STATE PROPERTIES OF A SPIN-1/2 TWO-LEG
AF SPIN LADDER WITH FM DIAGONAL COUPLINGS

Spin-1/2 AF Heisenberg ladders have been the subject of intense theoretical
and experimental research in recent years. It is by now well established that the
energy spectrum of an even-leg spin ladder has a finite gap, while that of an oddleg spin ladder is gapless (White 1994. and Greven et a i 1996). This even-odd
scenario sounds similar to the integer and half integer scenario of AF Heisenberg
chains (Haldane 1983), but what is the difference between a spin ladder and a
related spin chain, say a two-leg spin ladder and a spin-1 chain? After introducing a
AF diagonal coupling 7%, Wang (1998) obtained a phase diagram characterized by
two fixed points: (i) the “Haldane phase", so named as it contains the limiting case
Jx = 1 and ./x = 0, whose low-energy spectrum is identical to that of a spin-1 chain:
(ii) the “singlet phase”, as it contains the case Jx

1, in which the ground state

consists a singlet on each rung and low-lying excitations is generated by creating
triplets on rungs. In both cases, the system is gapped. However, a phase transition
occurs in the parameter space as we cross from (i) to (ii). This distinguishs the twoleg ladder from the spin-1 chain whose low-energy spectra is sensitive to boundary
conditions or impurity as can be observed by experiments (DiTusa 1994).
The above mentioned even-odd scenario is basically for isolated regular ladders.
Whether a regular ladder is sufficient for the description of real world ladder mate
rials, or equivalently, whether we need to include other coupling terms, is a problem

32
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still under investigation. The problem has been readdressed by recent experimental
(Imai et ai 1999) and theoretical (Neaf and Wang 2000) NMR data, because the
NMR rate at finite temperature shows its sensitivity to local properties of materials.
On contrary, the low-temperature behavior of the spin susceptibility depends on the
value of the gap. In this regard, one may expect that the diagonal interaction ./x
induces non-ncgligible effects for the >B,IR rate rather than for the spin susceptibil
ity up to intermediate temperature. According to Johnston et ai (Johnston 2000),
one should have

< 0, i.e. FM coupling, to describe materials SrCuoOs and

LagCagCug^O^i. Up to date, the AF case Jx > 0 has been studied in great detail
(Bose and Gayen 1993, Xian 1995. Zheng, Kotov, and Oitmaa 1998. Lin and Shen
2000). One of interesting results indicates that the spin gap might be insensitive
to some positive values of J% when Jx = 1. (Wang 1998). Concerning the ladder
materials interested in experiments, we needs to know whether and how the spin
gap depends on a FM diagonal interaction J% for J±_ = 0.5.
In this chapter, we study a spin-1/2 two-leg AF Heisenberg ladder with FM diag
onal couplings. By calculating spin gaps with respect to various coupling constants
for the system, we try to find out how the spin gap of an isolated two-leg AF Heisen
berg ladder is affected by FM diagonal couplings. One motivation for studying such
a system comes from theoretical needs, such as fitting quantum Monte Carlo (QMC)
simulation data of magnetic susceptibilities \(T ) (Johnston 2000) or answering the
problem whether firustration can lead to some behavior not encountered by the above
“even-odd” scenarios. Another motivation comes from experimental hope that FM
diagonal interactions may exist in real two-leg ladder materials.
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4.1 Model and Method
The spin-1/2 two-leg AF Heisenberg ladder with FM diagonal couplings is de
scribed by the Hamiltonian
H

—

- S i , , + i + S2.1 - S o i + i ) + J x S i . i • S o i

i

+ Jv (S i , '

+ Sî.if *S i ij-t 11

(1)

where S„.i denotes the spin-1/2 operator at site i of leg n (n=1.2). ./j is the in
trachain coupling between two neighboring spins in each chain, Jx the interchain
coupling between two spins on each rung, and J% the interchain coupling between
two spins on the diagonal of a plaquette.
In the following discussion, we set J\\ = 1, J^ < 0 and Jx > 0 or < 0. The
sy stem becomes frustrated only when Jx < 0 as shown in Section 2.3. We also note
that the Hamiltonian is unchanged by exchanging Jx and —Jy and thus we only
consider the case of —1 < Jx < 0.
Numerical calculations in this paper were carried out using density matrix renor
malization group (DMRG) method (White 1992 & 1993) which is very powerful and
efficient for a systematic study of low-lying energy properties of low-dimensional
lattice models. In our calculations, we typically keep 300 states and truncation er
ror is about of the order of 10"*. Lengths up to 300 rungs are considered for open
boundary conditions and finite size scaling is used to determine those quantities for
the thermodynamic limit. For convenience, the number of rungs N is chosen to be
even. The relative errors on physical quantities are estimated to be less than one
percent in most cases.
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4.2 Ground State Phase Diagram for FM Diagonal Couplings
To find the ground state phase diagram, we calculated the ground state energy
per rung (GSEPR) for various combinations of the coupling constants

and

Jj..

As shown in Figure 15. each GSEPR curve has a maximum.
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Fig. 15 The ground state energy per rung for firustrated spin-1/2 two-leg Heisenberg
ladders.

Plotting the (Jx.Jj.) pairs of these maximums in the

plane, we obtained

the ground state phase diagram for the FM diagonal interaction Jx - From the phase
diagram, we found (I) When Jj_ > 0. i.e. the rung coupling is .AF, there exists only
one phase^ the singlet phase, for aJI J% values between -1.0 and 0.0. W/hen the rung
coupling becomes FM, i.e. Jj_ < 0, frustration appears; if \J±\ is largde enough, the
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system may get into the Haldane phase, in which the ground state is degenerated
with the total spin S* = 0,1 for open boundary condition or is the singlet state for
the periodic boundary
0.5 -

singlet phase

-0.5

Haldane phase

-1.5

-2

-2.5

-1

-

0.8

—
0.6

—
0.4

-

0.2

Jx

Fig. 16 Ground state phase diagram for a two-leg Heisenberg ladder with F^l
diagonal coiuplings. The solid line indicates the phase boundary.

condition. (2) It is interesting to note that the phase boundary is a straight line
= 2Jx • Furthermore, this line is actually the extension of Wang^'s non-gaped line
for 0 < Jx < 0.287 and Jj. > 0 (Wang 1998). (3) As it is illustrated for the ground
state energy below, the quantum phase transition between these two phases is of
second order. (4) We also notice that there is no regions in the parameter space
where the midgap states occur in the Haldane phase or the first excitation state has
= 0 in the singlet phase. This is a diSerence for low-ener^ properties between
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FM and AF diagonal interactions.
Apart from the sensitivity to the boundary condistions and impurity effects, the
singlet phase and the Haldane phase can be further characterized by the singlet
density for each rung. Under a given state |^ ), one has the singlet density
(21

=

where
— |/3lQ!2)i)

(3)

is the singlet state formed by two spins on the ith rung. When J\_ = J-^ = 0 . one
has ps = J, whde p, < | in the Haldane phase, and p, > j in the singlet phase.
The results for the singlet density at Jx = —0.2 and —0.8 are explicitly shown in
Figures 17 and 18. together with corresponding GSEPR. denoted as cq. One can see
that Pj changes continuously with respect to J y . On contrary, it changes abruptly
for Jx > 0.287 and Jj. > 0 case (Wang 1998), indicating the first order transition
there.
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Fig. 17 The ground state energy (per rung) and the singlet density vs the rung
coupling constant for the case of ./x =-0.2.
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Fig. 18 The ground state energy (per rung) and the singlet density vs the rung
coupling constant for the case of Jy=-0.8.
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4.3 Effect of Diagonal Coupling on the Spin Gap
In this section we study the effect of the diagonal interaction on the spin gap.
As relevant to real world materials SrtCugO^ and LagCagCug^O^i. we focus on the
case of

= 0.5 and 1. respectively. Our DMRG results are shown in Figure 19.

0.6

J,=l
A

0.2

^

J,=0.5

1

-0 .5

0

0.5

1

Fig. 19 Spin gap A vs diagonal coupling constant ,/x for the case of J±^ = 0.5 and
Jj. = 1, respectively. For each case, the left part corresponds to the singlet phase
and the right to the Haldane phase.

The spin gap A for the singlet phase is given by A = E {Si = 1) —E{Si = 0),
while for the Haldane phase it is defined as A = E {Si = 2) —E {Si = 1). As seen
in Figure 19. for the case of J_i = 0.5. when

< 0.28 ± 0.01, we has the singlet

phase: otherwise, we has the Haldane phase. For the case of Jx = h the singlet
phase appears when

< 0.595 ± 0.005: otherwise the Haldane phase appears.

Remarkably, the spm gap has maximum at Jx % 0,25 and -0.25 for Jj_=l and 0.5,
respectively, in the singlet phase; while it is a monotonical function of /x in the
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Haldane phase. Moreover, we can see that the changes in the spin gap is very small
within the range 0 <

= 1 and —1 < Jx < 0.0 for Jj_ = 0.5. The

< 0.4 for

latter case is particularly interesting for materials SriCugO.; and LagCagCug^O^i.
Recently. Johnston's group has systematically investigated the fitting of their
spin susceptibility calculations with the experimental data (Johnston 2000). They
found that best fitting corresponds to

% 0.5 and the fitting is insensitive to the

diagonal interaction ./y. In fact, for SrtCugO^ and LagCagCug^O^t, J\\ % 1900/v. so
the experimental data displays only low energy behavior of the spin susceptibility,
which relies crucially on the value of the spin gap. Our results for the spin gap at
./x = 0.5 support this insensitivity to a FM ./%. On the other hand, the appearance
of Jx can more substantially change behaviors of other quantities such as NMR rate.
Therefore, as Johnston et al. pointed out, much work remain to be done to establish
a spin Hamiltonian for a self-consistent description of the spin susceptibility. NMR.
and other experimental measurements probing the magnetism of the cuprate spin
ladder materials.
4.4 Summary
To conclude, we have studied the low-energy properties of a two-leg AF Heisen
berg ladder with FM diagonal couplings. Combining with Wang's results (Wang
1998), we foimd that the Haldane phase can be induced by sufficient strong diago
nal interactions and the spin gap in the singlet phase is insensitive to the changes
of FM diagonal coupling strength at least for the nm g coupling strength related to
cuprate ladder materials, i.e. ./x = 0.5
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CHAPTER 5
GROUND STATE PHASE DLAGRAAI OF A FRUSTRATED
SPIN-l/2 THREE-LEG HEISENBERG LADDER

The spin-I/2 three-leg AF Heisenberg ladder is the simplest odd-Ieg ladder sys
tem. A typical experimental realization is the strontium cuperate ladder compond
SroCugOg (Takano et a i

1992). For ^regular" spin-1/2 odd-leg AF Heisenberg

ladders, extensive theoretical and experimental investigations give us a picture sim
ilar to that of half-integer Heisenberg chains, namely gapless spin excitations and
a power-law falloff of the spin-spin correlation functions: but for their "frustrated”
counterparts, no such consensus is extablished yet. In the ID Ji —J-y model, the
frustration caused by the nn coupling Ji and the nnn coupling J? can lead to a
dimerized ground state, as examplified by the exactly soluble ID Majmndar-Ghosh
model (Majumdar and Ghosh 1969). In the 2D J i —J^ model, the frustration caused
by the competition of Ji and J 2 may lead to the disappearance of the Neel's order
(Chandra and Doucot 1988). Thus, a natural question is that what will be the
effects of fimstrations on spin ladders, the crossover systems between ID and 2D.
The goal of this chapter is to study the ground-state properties of a spin-1/2
three-leg AF Heisenberg ladder with diagonal couplings. In Section 5.1 we intro
duce the Hamiltonian of the system and briefly describe the numerical method used
in this chapter. Section 5.2 collects our DMRG results of the ground state energies
(per rung) for various combinations of the coupling constants. Section 5.3 describes
the two ground states found through numerical calculations, and gives the ground

41
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state phase diagram of the system. Section 5.4 discusses the effects of frustration
on the three-leg system. Finally, Section 5.5 provides a brief summary of our results.

5.1 Model and Method
The frustrated spin-1/2 three-leg AF Heisenberg ladder is described by the fol
lowing Hamiltonian
^

^

{ J ||(S l,i - S t,i+ l + S g j - S o .i+ l

-i- S 3 ,:

- S 3. : + i ) + J x ( S t . t + S 3 , : )

*S o ,:

i
+ J x [ ( S i , : - h S 3,i) - S o j + i + S o , i - ( S i , j + i - i - S 3, j + i ) l | .

where

S „ ,j

is the spin-1/2 operator on the

leg and at the

( 1)

rung (n=1.2.3

and (=1.2,3, ' ): .Tji and Jj_ are the usual “leg” and frung” coupling constants,
respectively: ./y is the diagonal coupling constant responsible for the frustration.
The labeling conventions of legs, rungs, and sites used in this chapter are shown in
Figure 20.
(leg)

n
f
I

2

'3i
i - I
(rung)

2

. . .

i

Fig. 20 Labeling conventions for legs, rungs, and sites used in this chapter. Solid
lines represent intrachain couplings between two nn spins in each chain, long-dashed
lines stand for interchain couplings between two spins on the same fung, and dotted
lines describe interchain couplings between two nnn spins on the diagonal of a
plaquette.
Since there is no general analytical method to solve many-body problems of a
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strongly interacting lattice system, we have to resort to numerical methods. Three
best known numerical methods for studying quantum lattice models are the exact
diagonalization method (Dagotto 1994), the quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) method
(von der Linden 1992), and the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG)
method (White 1992 & 1993). We will use the DMRG method in this project
bacause the exact diagolization method can treat only very short ladders, while the
QMC method sufiers from the sign problem in dealing with frustration couplings.
The DMRG method is a real-space renormalization procedure where a quasi-ID
lattice system is built up gradually to the desired length L and in the meantime
by keeping only m most probable states of a reduced density matrix the truncated
Hilbert space of the system is kept treatable numerically. In all the calculations
of this chapter, we choose m=250 and £=200. The ground-state and the firstexcited-state energies, as well as expectation values of some projectors, are first
calculated to a finite ladder length £ by the DMRG finite system algorithm, and
then extrapolated to their thermodynamic limits by the following formula
Q(£) = Q(oo)-+*oi£ ^ a , o L ■■+ -*•,

(2)

Here Q can be the ground-state energy per rung (GSEPR), the spin gap A, or the
density of state (P) of some projector P.

5.2 Ground State Energy Per Rung
Again, to find the ground state phase diagram, we calculated the ground state
energies for various combinitions of Jy and J ^. Figure 21 summerizes our DMRG
results for the ground state energy per rung (GSEPR). For each GSEPR curve where
Jy > 0, there is a maximum point at which the derivative of GSEPR with respect
to the rung coupling constant

equals zero. These points are the transition points
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of quantum phase transitions at the corresponding diagonal coupling strengths as
discussed in the next section. Table 6 lists the transition points corresponding to
Jy = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0. respectively.
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Fig. 21 The ground state energy per rung (GSEPR) vs the rung coupling constant
Jx at various diagonal coupling strengths for the fiuistrated spin-I/2 three-leg AF
Heisenberg ladders.

The details of the extrapolated GSEPR and corresponding extrapolation coeffi
cients are given in Appendix A for possible need of references. Using formula (2),
we can reproduce the ground state energy for a finistrate spin-1/2 AF Heisenberg
ladder of any finite length
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Table 6 Transitioa points
Jx

0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0

G SE P R
0.375 -1.333475526359312
0.715 -1.351166290104413
1.000 -1.391655207596632
1.220 -1.471094477409377
1.430 -1.647577768017481
J±

5.3 Ground State Phase Diagram
Plotting the

Jx

—J±. data pairs in Table

6.

we obtained the following ground

state phase diagram for the finistrated spin-1/2 three-leg AF Heisenberg ladders.
Since both phase A and phase B are the ground states of the system, the phase
transition between phase A and phase B should be a quantum phase transition.
2

-

t.8 h

,.sL
1.4

Phase B

0.6 r

Phase A

0.4

0.6

0.8

Jx

Fig. 22 Ground state phase diagram of the finistrated spin-I/2 three-leg AF Heisen
berg ladder.
In order to find out the difference of the two phases^ we define the following six
“probe" projectors:
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(1) Rung quartet projector
Pi = I'S'ias = 3/2. 5 i 3 = l)(Si23 = 3/2.

= 1|

where
« 1 0 2 0 :3
Ic

_

-j / o

c

_

1\

-

IS,I, - 3/-, s ,3 - 1) -

J

1

+

,^ 1 0 2 0 :3 +

a - i / ? 2 0 :3 )

+ s, * » 3 + a,«.A)

(2) Rung symmetric doublet projector
Ha = |5i23 = 1 /2 . Si3 = I)(5 i2 3 = 1 / 2 . 5 ^ = 1|

where
IÇ _ ! / . ) c _ n _ J ;^(2o!L^«3 - o:i02.j3 - ^1 0 :2 0 :3 )
|S,33 1/-.S,3
I) I ;^ (a ,A A + a ,A a 3 - 2 A a .A )
(3) Rung antisymmetric doublet projector
H3 = |S'i23 = 1/2, 5i3 = 0)(Si23 = 1/2, Si3 = 0|
where

(4) Edge dimer projector
H4 = |5i4 = 0)(5i4 = 0 |
where
|5i4 = 0) = - ^ ( o i A - A 0 4 )
(5) Centre dimer projector
Ho = IS25 =0)(525

=01

where
1525 = 0) = -^{oL2fds —P2 O5 )
(6) Diagonal dimer projector
He = |5i5 = 0,524 = 0){5tô = 0 , 6^4 = 0 |

where
|5i5 = 0,524 = 0) = -ÿ= {ai05 — diCKs)- ^ ( 02/34 — /^oq)
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Note that, in the above repressions, Sij = S* -F Sj,

= Sij{Sij + 1 )A^,

=

Si + Sj + Sfc, and S^jf, = Sijk{Sijk + l)h^: and the “symmetric” and “antisymmetric”
are reffered to the exchange of spins at site

1

and 3.

In order to find out the statistical weight for a particular spin state defined above,
we can calculate its spin-state density defined below
(«> = è z < » l « 0 ') l 0 ) j

i = l,2 ,- .- ,8

(3)

where |0 ) is the ground state of the system. Pi is one of the six projectors, and j
runs over all rungs in the system.
Figure 23 plots the six spin-state densities versus the rung coupling constant .T
for Jx = 1.0 case. All six graphs show discontinuities at Jj_=1.43, the position at
which the corresponding GSEPR reaches its maximum. For all other ./x > 0) cases,
i.e. Figures 24 ~ 27, we have similar plots: but for Jx = 0 ) case, the Figure 28. no
discontinuity appears in any one of the six plots.
On the left side of a transition point, the system is in the A phase: after crossing
the transition point, the system becomes in the B phase. From the plots for (Pi)
and (P2 ), we see that phase A is predominantly in the rung quartet state IS1 2 3 =
3/2, 5 i3 = 1 ), while phase B is basically in the symmetric rung doublet state |5i23 =
1/2, 5 i3 = 1 ). The other four expectation values are very small compared with (Pi)
or (P 2 )- That means the statistical weights for the corresponding rung spin states
to appear are very low. The difference between phase A and phase B is mainly the
relative statistical weight of the rung quartet state and the rung symétrie doublet
state. What have been changed in the phase transition is this relative statistical
weight and the reason for the this change is the firustration caused by diagonal
interactions.
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Fig. 23 Plots of the six spin-state densities versus the rung coupling constant J±_
for the /x= l-0 case.
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Fig. 24 Plots of the six spin-state densities versus the rung coupling constant J±_
for the Jx=0.8 case.
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Fig. 25 Plots of the six spin-state densities versus the rung coupling constant
for the Jx=0.6 case.
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Fig. 26 Plots of the six spin-state densities versus the rung coupling constant Jj.
for the Jx=0.4 case.
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Fig. 27 Plots of the six spin-state densities versus the rung coupling constant J±_
for the Jx=0-2 case.
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Fig. 28 Plots of the six spin-state densities versus the rung coupling constant ./j.
for the J x = 0 . 0 case.
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5.4 Effect of the Diagonal Interaction
By plotting the same spin-state density for different diagonal coupling strengths,
we can clearly see the effect of the diagonal interactions. Figures 29 is an example
in the case of the rung quartet density. As we can see from Figures 29 that all

0.8

J.=t.O

0.6
0 .4

0

0

0 .5

t

t.5

2

0^=0.8
_r_

«0■4~

0 .5

0.8

0.8

-

-1 ~

0.6 :

1 .5

0.6

0 .4

0 .4

0 .5

t.5

t.5

Fig. 29 A comparison of the quartet densities (Pi) for six different diagonal coupling
strength 1.0. 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2 and 0.0.

five quartet densities for which J-x > 0 have discontinuities at their corresponding
quantum phase transition points, while the quartet density for which Jx = 0 is
continuous. At one side of the transition point we have a particular statistical
weight for a rung spin state, at the other side the statistical weight has a drastical
different value if J% is large enough. Therefore it is the diagonal interaction J%
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which causes these changes in the internal spin sysmetries and degeneracies.
The regular three-leg AF Heisenberg ladder does not have a spin gag in its exci
tation spectrum. To see whether frustration can introduce a spin gap, we calculated
the spin gap A(£) for various coupling constant combinations and polt them versus
the reciprocal of the ladder length L. The definition of the spin gap A(£) is
A ( I ) = £ '

o(

£ - 1 ) - F

o(

£ ,0 ).

(4)

Here Eq{L.S z) is the ground state energy of the system containing L rungs under
open boundary condition and z component of total spin

A typical plot where

./x=2.0 and Jx=0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0 is shown below.

As we can see that there is no spin gap opened for any strength of diagonal cou
plings considered in our calculations. The fitting of our DMRG data by the formula
(2) gives A=0.0 for all the coupling constant combinations. Our results confirms
the results of exact diagonalization on much smaller ladder length.

5.5 Summary
From our systematic DMRG calculations for the ground-state and the firstexcited-state energies of the frustrated spin-1/2 three-leg antiferromagnetic Heisen
berg ladders, we found that the frustration caused by the diagonal interactions can
create new ground-state, the rung quartet state, for the system and changing the di
agonal coupling strength wiE lead to a quantum phase transition between these two
grond states. N*evertheless, changing the diagonal coupling strength wiH not change
the gapless structure of the excitation spectrum of the system iu the thermodynamic
limit.
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Fig. 30 Spin gap A(L) vs the reciprocal of the ladder length 1/L for the case of
/j.= 2.0 and Jx=O.Q, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS

In this project, we have studied the ground state properties of frustrated spin-I/2
two-leg and three-leg antiferromagnetic Heisenberg ladders. The aim of this project
is to investigate the effects of diagonal interactions on the ground state phase dia
grams and on the spin gap structures of the systems. In the two-leg case, we assume
a ferromagnetic diagonal coupling, while in the three-leg case an antiferromagnetic
diagonal coupling. Through extensive DMRG calculations, we found the ground
state and the first excited state energies for these two systems. Using these numer
ical solutions, we obtained the ground state phase diagrams for these systems, and
found some relations among the spin gap and the diagonal coupling constants. We
found
(1) Frustrations caused by the diagonal interaction can introduce new phase to
the ground state. In the two-leg case, ferromagntic diagonal coupling produces a
Haldane phase and a singlet phase as antiferromagnetic diagonal copling can do,
but the phase diagrams are different. In the three-leg case, the diagonal coupling
produces a quartet ground state and a symmetric doublet state. Here the effect of
frustration is to change the internal symmetry of the system and to cause quantum
phase transitions between different ground states.
(2) The spin gap of the two-leg ladder do vary with the diagonal coupling
strength, but for ferromagnetic couplings the changes in spin gap is very small com
pared with that of antiferromagnetic coupling. For the three-leg ladder, no spin
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gap was opened for the whole range of the diagonal coupling strength considered.
Our numerical calculations can not answer why ferromagnetic diagonal couplings
can lead to different results compared with antiferromagnetic diagonal couplings. As
an unbiased numerical experiment, our results can contribute to the understanding
of the effect of frustration on spin ladder systems.
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APPENDIX A
GSEPR FOR SPIN-1/2 THREE-LEG AF HEISENBERG LADDERS

This appendix collects the extrapolated GSEPRs (Ground-State Energy Per
Rung) of our DMRG calculations for spin-I/2 three-leg AF Heisenberg ladders,
together with their corresponding extrapolating coefficients a^, Ho, ~ . ag. Using
these data and the following finite size scaling formula
G SE P R{L) = GSEPR{oo) 4-

4-

^

------ ^

(1)

we can reproduce the ground-state energy (per rung) for the system of any finite
length L.
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Table 7 GSEPR(oo) and corresponing extrapolating coefficients for Jy =0.0 case
J x = 0 .0
= 0.0
GSEPR(oo)
ai
ao

= 0.1

as
ag

-1.328590487156166
0.528158658968550
-0.034128893457818
4.624153224751353
-160.4658991694450
1351.202261924744
-3187.921342849731

-1.339531071405403
0.606213443140859
-0.122281118645332
13.49018954113126
-582.3431972861290
5729.868360996246
-14551.63350486755

GSEPR(oo)
ai
a?
as
a^
as
as

J_L = 0.6
-1.538836626720862
0.615837748093326
0.038724467915017
-5.968279365450144
102.7888568043709
-777.0868606567383
1790.817193984985

J\_ =1.0
-1.801606377375062
0.547061194504749
-0.057555799779947
-3.322355728596449
64.27538686990738
-504.8436479568481
1185.241993904114

Jx =0.3
-1.396068294480765
0.638869774950308
0.095774632471147
-5.880373250693083
80.65401959419250
-635.7175788879395
1517.692574501038
Jx = 1.2
-1.953922153299555
0.512717178661660
-0.089633503346704
-2.324437804520130
47.59665638208389
-379.3115482330322
895.4557704925537

Jj. = 2.0
GSEPR(oo)
at
a.
as
a4
as
as

-2.639501180624396
0.410533787191525
-0.155290121212601
-0.251499678939581
11.36313498020172
-101.0816173553467
246.8107433319092
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Table 8 GSEPR(oo) and corresponing extrapolating coefficients for Jy=0.2 case
J x = 0 .2

GSEPR(oo)
ai
Ho
as
a4
as
as
GSEPR(oo)
at
ao
as
a<
as
ag
GSEPR(oo)
at

a.2
as
a4
as
as

Jx =0.0
-1.421676095263754
0.899064785747214
0.274804321816191
-16.84708831459284
129.5925642251968
-596.4163637161255
1117.503284454346
Jx =0.375
-1.333475526359312
0.505076711890978
-0.278078255592845
12.21183861792088
-295.7670671343803
2427.106978893280
-5752.080962181091
Jx =2.0
-2.498084978924737
0.290413803794763
-0.138217766536399
-0.205358654260635
9.439988613128662
-83.00208282470703
201.7505912780762

Jx =0.2
Jx =0.353
-1.362450429422893 -1.334332796299154
0.795833879128167 0.562436492253709
0.094244203821290 1.005036987655330
-3.414695966988802 -87.25785870477557
-323.8362910151482 1799.730209767818
3685.625245571136 -14507.25154256821
-9583.482329368591 34452.23122882843
Jx =0.5
Jx =1.2
-1.360450160266774 -1.796401535337306
0.488159106683269 0.371190085864327
-0.072516029467806 -0.078917105856817
-3.253614455461502 -2.355269614607096
-3.748877525329590 47.45707714557648
156.5911021232605 -375.0805234909058
-439.8915948867798 882.7577304840088
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Table 9 GSEPR(oo) and corresponing extrapolating coefficients for

=0.4 case

J y = 0 .4

GSEPR(oo)
ai
a?
as
84
as
as
GSEPR(oc)
ai
a?
as
at
as
as
GSEPR( og)
ai
a.2
as
at
as
as

Jx =0.5
Jx =0.0
-1.595153149800282 -1.401886999580086
1.167847973936659 0.996671955206693
0.315258801216259 0.260905999399256
-24.20588639378548 -16.41297915205359
338.4414978623390 80.22155201435089
-2314.795143127441 -294.4819736480713
5130.936068534851 591.7620811462402
Jx =0.715
Jx =0.8
-1.351166290104413 -1.380834924197535
0.390697240989538 0.333917325965103
0.003940785827580 0.112451550434343
1.211192928254604 -7.150759883224964
-66.04921221733093 104.4814241528511
562.8962225914001 -705.9749021530151
-1317.416846275330 1549.665646553040
Jx =2.0
-1.651575382494674
0.246887157677520
3.302656262705568
-26.48673619702458
376.1609191298485
-2744.679078578949
6290.919061660767

Jx =0.7
-1.351460324274097
0.564133221234897
-0.583696925838012
-175.1499547995627
4896.171247839928
-44363.09709692001
110276.4149398804
Jx =1.2
-1.651601225695295
0.250241820527662
-0.050764258950948
-2.951289907097816
57.61979347467422
-450.0765562057495
1055.128690719604
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Table 10 GSEPR(oo) and corresponing extrapolating coefficients for ./x=0.6 case

GSEPR(oo)
at
a.2
as
a4
as
ag
GSEPR(oo)
at
H2
as
34
as
ag
GSEPR(oo)
at
a.2
as
as
ag

Jx = 0.0
-1.806555566071685
1.404161710422159
0.257420455571264
-25.16919970884919
371.2500786781311
-2573.644124031067
5727.219389915466

Jx =0.98
-1.394690171014934
0.743426206450749
-7.014556723705027
568.9395333267748
-19547.51496225595
202025.5556015968
-530425.6499862671
Jx =1.5
-1.791240792504995
0.141902334774386
-0.075880652060732
-0.870013814419508
19.21198093891144
-152.6254811286926
359.5409975051880

J v = 0 .6
Jx =0.5
-1.581818574058373
1.358488435614163
0.303196011169347
-25.51472397893667
356.8551985025406
-2439.433976650238
5392.255471229553
Jx = 1.0
-1.391655207596632
0.247619048871911
0.117013282375410
-5.825295802205801
87.99134081602097
-636.8464164733887
1455.794038772583
Jx =1.5
-2.263649098728106
0.123904256938658
-0.088990993215702
-0.130558919161558
5.637850165367126
-48.11218833923340
115.6828174591064

Jx =0.9
-1.420003936288879
1.067886213127167
0.261746920994482
-18.09756449237466
169.8781157732010
-2453.460093975067
7681.270897865295
Jx =1.2
-1.529764141535566
0.171271428631371
-0.017442711163312
-3.363190155476332
63.61455082893372
-489.2621035575867
1139.462744712830
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Table 11 GSEPR(oo) and corresponing extrapolating coefficients for Jx=0.8 case

GSEPR(oo)
ai
ao
3-3
a.t
as
as
GSEPR(oo)
ai
a.2
as
04
as
ag
GSEPR(oo)
ai
a.2
as
a4
as
ag

J v = 0 .8
Jj. =0.0
J_L =0.5
-2.040017956114429 -1.805459267203341
1.624455434333868 1.610054208633301
0.192717722384259 0.215223274892196
-26.21076920628548 -25.90473773330450
403.1389050483704 387.5157745480537
-2849.587417602539 -2703.058665752411
6399.445016860962 6029.791609764099
=1.21
Jj. = 1.2
-1.491914530443923 -1.488006628526062
0.766868845291810 1.143085854512265
0.786500408779829 -22.77881796716247
-65.71772671490908 1630.929118312895
2140.505575597286 -48366.43831604719
-27462.56339645386 472113.0108327866
79143.31891822815 -1214036.265028000
Ji. =1.3
Jj_ =1.6
-1.535416081054461 -1.805645799242580
0.152730204666113 0.119914193719523
-0.008260061033070 -0.049264861794654
-2-236139774322510 -0.449127316474914
42.74022996425629 10.54169809818268
-330.0940494537354 -84.88164949417114
769.6185369491577 200.8307914733887

J±_ =1.0
-1.578438973381099
1.396403333061244
-0.032695283531211
-5.002000663429499
91.14884197711945
-686.1394944190979
1416.229613304138
./x =1.22
-1.471094477409377
0.176659019032285
0.049749104015063
-4.086477950215340
7L51828831434250
-533.6688780784607
1225.619042396545
./x =2.0
-2.186679756193701
0.102959604045281
-0.055641411920078
-0.097748335450887
4.069909334182739
-35.10541725158691
84.81610107421875
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Table 12 GSEPR(oo) and corresponing extrapolating coefficients for Jx = 1.0
J x = 1 .0

GSEPR(oo)
ài
a.2
&3
as
ag
GSEPR(oc)
ai
a?
as
ai
as
ag
GSEPR(oo)
ai
a.2
as
at
as
ag
GSEPR(oo)
ai
a.2
as
at
as
ag

Jx = 0.0
-2.287440083249230
1.833445787300661
0.205137253971770
-29.18368427827954
458.2940369844437
-3265.877708435059
7360.514671325684
Jx =1.3
-1.695039358704982
0.964600160631562
-0.001110785698983
-0.615421529859304
r 14.06591182947159
-96.80437326431274
30.47615718841553
J±_ =1.42
-1.652461103496929
0.512503438008934
69.50642189930659
-4135.374818354845
84853.11774319410
-679510.8907132149
1607017.002683640
Jx =2.0
-2.153550134583249
0.144780866143264
-0.000473347725346
-0.605888962745666
11.47270095348358
-87.76835727691650
203.8652267456055

Jx =0.5
-2.051324575671739
1.819194913839965
0.298808850813657
-32.04015290364623
510.2874624729156
-3664.885317802429
8287.051124572754
Jx = 1.4
-1.659277296445065
0.605795486799252
-0.261587526241783
4.276394825428724
-25.57002663612366
-62.74763727188110
206.2483081817627

Jx =1.0
-1.822370721158197
1.753536929056281
0.193430059822276
-18.64130239188671
282.3479507565498
-2018.717775344849
4559.725325584412
Jx =1.416
-1.654558695202017
0.631962265022593
0.079106348857749
-9.944233257323503
546.5053107142448
-12691.93780803680
42292.72201538086

Jx =1.43
-1.647577768017481
0.225311085977409
-0.015745006036013
0.810980986803770
-18.42125487327576
152.3796606063843
-369.9207983016968

Jx =1.6
-1.790422444286403
0.191195973933645
0.007062446209602
-0.423569854348897
4.880330145359039
-25.64128112792969
46.89999103546143
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